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The purpose of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM. Simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of type C, are isomorphic 
to C, , where C, is the .2 Conway simple group of order 218 . 36 . 7 * 7 * 11 * 23. 
1. THE ~-GROUPS OF TYPE C, 
Let T be a 2-group of type C, . T is generated by 18 involutions ai (1 < i < 3), 
bi (1 < j < 6), ck (1 < k < 8), z with 
[Ci , q] = 1 i+j#9, 
[bi , bj] 1 I, 
i+j=9, 
[al ,a,1 = a3 .
Furthermore, b,“i, c>, c$ are given by Table I. 
We shall describe some properties of T without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1. (1) T is generated by Jive involutions a, , a2 , b, , b, , cl . 
(2) Z(T) = GO> -G(T) = (~3 4. 
(3) E = <c,t > x 1 1 < k < 8) is the unique subgroup isomorphic to D, * 
D, f Ds * D, . 
(4) J = (az > a, > bj , ck , z 1 4 < j < 6, 5 < k 4 8) is the unique ele- 
mentary abelian subgroup of T of order 21°. 
(5) B = @, , ck , z/l <j<6,1 <k<8)istheuniquesubgroupof T 
isomorphic to B. 
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LEMMA 1.2. The automorphism groups of the following groups are 2-groups: 
(1) T? 
(2) G(Z2(T)), 
(3) (% 7 b, 9 h?63 > J-0, 
(4) (4, 5 4 > b&3 > JE), 
(5) (h > & > JO 
(6) (4 3 b, 9 JE), 
(7) (wz 3 w, 
(8) (Ui ! WY i= 1,2,3, 
(9) (~1, a,& , ~3 , h , E I 2 <j d 6), 
(lo) (ql , ~2 , a3 , bj , ck , z 1 1 < j < 6, 2 < h < 0 
(11) <V, 7 JO. 
In the remainder of this paper, we use the notation defined in this section. 
In particular, T is a 2-group of type C, . 
2. TRANSFERS 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a$nite group with Sylow 2-subgroup T of type C, . 
Then 
T n G’ = ([Fi , N,(F,)] / i = 0, 1,2), 
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where 
FO=(a,,bj,E/l <i<3,2<j<6), 
F,=(a,,bj,E/i=2,3,1 <j<6), 
F,=(a,,b~,Eji=l,3,1 <j<6). 
We shall reintroduce the concepts of character-theoretic transfer and 
singularities which were defined in [5]. Let H be a finite group and S a subgroup 
of H. We define the mapping Tag: S + fi, where I? is the set of linear characters 
of H, by 
T~~()O = det(P + lsH) for all A E S. 
Then 7SH is a homomorphism. (S, A, x) is called a singularity in H provided 
(a) x is an involution of H, 
(b) h is a linear character of S of order 2, 
(4 Ts‘yqX) # 1. 
The subgroup S is called a singular subgroup (or singularity). The involution x 
is called a singular element. The condition (c) is equivalent to the fact that x 
is represented as an odd permutation on the set H/Ker A. 
In this section, we shall use the following notation: For two subgroups X 
and Y of a group, we set Xr = nVEY Xv. We list some properties about sin- 
gularities. The proof is found in [5, Sect. 31. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (S, X, x) be a singularity in a 2-group P, x an involution. 
Set K = Ker h. Then the following hoEd: 
(1) For any a E P, (Sa, X1, x) is also a singularity. 
(2) If S < R < P, then (R, TSR(h), x) is also a singularity. 
(3) S contains a conjugate of C,(x). 
(4) If N is a normal subgroup of P which is contained in K, then (S/N, A’, xN) 
is a singularity in P, where /\’ is the linear character of P/N induced by A. 
(5) Let N be a subgroup of P normalized by x. Assume that all subfloups 
of N of index at most 8 contains N’. Then]N:NnSU/ ,<2forsomeuEP. 
(6) If x E S, , then P/K, g Z,? (P/S,), where the wreath product is 
constructed by thepermutation representation (P, P/S). In particular, 1 S, : Kp 1 = 
21pLsI and S, = (xp, Kp). 
(7) LetP=P,>P,> 0.. > P, = S beaseriessuch that / Pi : Pi+l j = 2 
for 0 < i < n. Let a, be an involution of Pi - P,+1 for each i. Then 
[ x, a0 ,..., a,-,1 4 K. 
(8) P has a nonnormal subgroup of index 4. 
The following lemma was proved in [5, Theorem 4.91. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup P. Assume that 
P is generated by involutions t, , . . . , t, . Let 9 be the set of pairs (F, N) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) F < P, N < N(F). 
(2) N,(F) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(F). 
(3) F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,(N(F)). 
(4) N(F) is 2-constrained. 
(5) N(F)/F has a strongly embedded subgroup. 
(6) N = (xN, N,(F)) for any x E N,(F) -F. 
(7) F contains a conjugate of a singularity S in P with singular element i 
f or some i. 
Then P n G’ = ([P, N(P)], [F, NJ ) (F, N) E %). 
We shall determine singularities in the 2-group T of type C, . We use the 
notation in Section 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (S, h, x) be a singularity in T. Then S contains a conjugate 
of one of the following subgroups for a given s: 
(1) <al , b, , b3 , J-9 for x = cl ; 
(2) <al , a3 , B) for x = b, ; 
(3) (a2 , B) for x = b, ; 
(3’) <a2 , a3 , bj , ok , zjl <j<6,2<&8) for x = b, ; 
(4) (bl , b,, JE) for x = a2 ; 
(4’) (h , b2b3 , JE> for x = a2 ; 
(5) (a,,a3,bj,E12,(j<6) for x=a,. 
Proof. Set K = Ker A. If N is a normal subgroup of T contained in S’, 
then N < S,’ < Kr . Thus it follows from Lemma 2.2(3) and (4) that S 
contains a conjugate of C,(x mod N), and so by Lemma 2.2(l), we may assume 
that 
If N is a normal subgroup of T contained in S’, 
then S contains C,(x mod N). (*I 
By Lemma 2.2(5), we have that 1 J : J n S 1 < 2 and 1 E : E n S 1 < 2. 
Thus we have that 
[J, S] and [E, S] are contained in S. (**I 
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Since (E n S)’ = (z), it follows from (*) that 
S contains C,(x mod z). 
For each i, we set 
(***) 
4 = <a,>, Bi = (bi), ci = Cci>9 z = (2). 
Now, we shall first assume x = ci . By (***), we have that 5’ contains 
C,(c, mod .s) = ArA,A,E. By (M), we have that b, E [J, a,] < 5’. Thus 
S’ > Nr = C,C,C,CsZ u T. By (*), we have that S contains C,(c, mod N1) = 
A, JE. Since cr E E < S, and Nr < KT , it follows that i(c,‘)KT : KT / < 16. 
By Lemma 2.2(6), we have that ( T : S j < 4. Since NT(AIJE) = A,B,B,JE, 
we may assume that S contains b, , b, or b,b, . In every case, we have c, E s’. 
Thus S’ > N, = C&‘,C&‘&‘,C,Z 4 T. By (*), we have that S > 
C,(c, mod N,) = A,B,B,JE. Since A,B,B, JE is of index 2, (1) holds. 
Assume x = b, . Then by (*), we have that S contains C,(b,) = (a, , bi , 
c,,zll <j<6,k#1,5). Thus S’>Nl==C,C,C,C,Z~T. By (*), 
we have that S contains C,(b, mod Nr) = A,B. Since S’ > N, = (b, , ck, z 1 
2 < k < 8) 4 T, it follows from (*) that S contains C,(b, mod N,) = A,A,B, 
and so (2) holds. 
Assume x = b, . By (*), we have that S contains C,(b,) = (az , bj , c, j 
1 <j < 6, k = 2,4, 6,8). By (**), we have that S contains [E, C,(b,)] = 
(c,,s12-<k<8),andsoScontains(a,,bj,c,,z11 <j<6,2<k<8). 
In particular, S is of index at most 8. Since [b 17 a 1,a3, 1 - 7 c] -c ES'<& 
it follows from Lemma 2.2(7) that S is of index at most 4. Thus we have that 
a3 , cr or a3cl E S. If a3cl E S, then it follows from [b, , a, , cl] = c3cp E S’ < K 
that S is of index at most 2, and so a3 E S. Hence we conclude that S contains 
a3 or cr , so (3) or (3’) holds. 
Assume x = aa. By (*), we have that S contains C,(a,) = B,C,C, J. Since S’ 3 
Ni = C,C,C,CsZ Q T, it follows from (*) that S contains &(a, mod N1) = 
B, JE. Since a2 normalizes B,B2B3B,B,B, , it follows from Lemma 2.2(5) 
that S contains a conjugate of b, where b = b, , b, , or b,b, . Since br C bS, , 
we have that b E S. If b = 6, , then S’ > Nz = B,B,B,Nl Q T and [a,, b,] = 
b,b, E N, , so (*) yields b, E S. Hence (4) or (4’) holds. 
Assume finally that x = a, . By (*), S contains C,(q) = (al , a, , b, , ck , z j 
j # 1, 5, k =# 2,6). Since s’ > N1 = BBC,CsZ u T, we have that S contains 
G-(a, mod 4) = (a, , a3 , bj , ck , xlj#l,k#2).ThusS’>N,=(c,,z/ 
k#I,2)<lT,andsoScontainsC,(a,modN,)=(a,,a,,b~,E~j#1). 
Hence (5) holds. The lemma is proved. 
We can now prove Proposition 2.1. Let F, N, and S be subgroups satisfying 
the conditions in Lemma 2.3. Let x be the singular element of the singularity S. 
Since T is generated by five involutions a, , a2 , b, , b, , and ci , we may assume 
that x is one of them. Since T has no nontrivial automorphism of odd order, 
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we have No(T) = T x O(N,(T)). In particular, distinct normal subgroups 
of Tare not conjugate in G. By Lemma 2.3, it will suffice to show that F := Fi , 
i = 0, 1, or 2. Let S(n) be the 2-subgroups given in Lemma 2.4(n), n =: 1, 2, 
3, 3’, 4, 4’, 5. Then we have 
(T:S(n)l =2 for n=1,2; 
! T: S(n)l = 4 for nil,2; 
s(n) 43 T for n = 3,4; 
S(n) Q T for n # 3, 4. 
We may assume that S = S(n) for some n. By Lemma 1.1, we have that E, 
J, and B are weakly closed in T. Recall that F has no nontrivial automorphism 
of odd order and F contains a conjugate of S. Assume first n = 3. Then S 
contains the weakly closed subgroup B; so does F. By Lemma 1.2, we have 
that F = Fl or F2 . Assume n = 4. Then F contains JE. As S(4) has no non- 
trivial automorphism of odd order, F is of index 2 in T. By Lemma 1.2(1 l), 
we have that F = F0 or Fl . Assume that n # 3,4. Then S 4 T. Suppose 
F is of index 4 in T. Then Lemma 2.3(2) implies that S = F Q T. But then 
since N,(T) has a normal 2-complement, we have that N,(F)/F has no strongly 
embedded subgroup, contrary to Lemma 2.3(5). Hence F is a maximal subgroup 
of T. Since N(S) contains T and a conjugate of F, we have that F contains S. 
Since F has a nontrivial automorphism of odd order, it follows from Lemma 1.2 
that F = Fi for some i. The proposition is proved. 
We shall add two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Tn G’ = Tn N,(E)‘. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that E is weakly closed and F, n Fl n F, 
contains E. 
COROLLARY 2.6. For any i,j, [Fi , N,(F,)][F, , NG(Fj)] -=c T. 
Proof. Set Di = [Fi , N,(F,)] for each i. By Lemma 1 .l, we have that 
E, J, and B are weakly closed in T. Clearly, E J < F,, , B J = Fl , and B < F, . 
Since ci $ [E, B] = (ck , z / k # I} Q N,(B), we have cr $ DID, . Since 
T/ JE is isomorphic to 2, x D, , we have that b, $ NG( JE)‘, so b3 6 DOD, . Set 
F.a = F,/E. Then we have CF,(piz’ mod Fz‘ n Z(pa)) = F0 n F, . Thus D, is 
contained in F, . Since b, $F,, . We have b, 6 D,D, . The proof is complete. 
3. THE GROUP D* >a Sp(6, 2) 
The orthogonal group 52+(8,2) contains three subgroups isomorphic to 
Sp(6,2) which are fixed points subgroups of the graph automorphisms of 
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order 2. One of them fixes no nonsingular vector. Thus we have an irreducible 
representation of Sp(6,2) of d e g ree 8 on GF(2). The representation is uniquely 
extended to the extraspecial group D4 of positive type. Then the semidirect 
product D4 >a Sp(6,2) is isomorphic to the centralizer of a central involution 
of Conway’s group C, (see [4]). The group D4 >a Sp(6, 2) is generated by T 
and involutions w, , wr , and ws with relations 
(WOWI) = (wow2)2 = (w1w2)3 == 1; 
(Wob,)3 = (WlUl)3 = (w2a2)” = 1. 
The relations of elements of T have been given in Table I. The conjugates 
ayg, bp, and cpj are given in Table II. Notice that Fi = T n T”i for each i. 
(Fi , i = 1, 2, 3, are defined in Proposition 2. I .) 
TABLE II 
al 
a2 
a3 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
W2 
a3 
al 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
b, 
Cl 
c2 
C3 
CP 
C5 
6 
CT 
CR 
WI Wl W2 
C2 Cl Cl 
Cl c:1 C2 
C4 C2 C5 
6 C4 ce 
C6 C5 C3 
(5 C? C4 
c8 co CT 
CT ctl cl7 
We shall characterize the group D4 >a Sp(6,2). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a Jinite group with Sylow 2-subgroup T of type C, . 
Assume that E Q G, O(G) = 1, and 02(G) = G. Then G is isomorphic to 
D4 >a Sp(6,2). 
Proof. Since G = G/E acts faithfully on V = E/E’, we can regard as 
G < Q = Q+(8,2) < Out(E). We set oi = ciE’ for each i. Let d be the element 
of Q such that d: v, -+ v2v, , vs -+ wars , wi - zli for i # 2, 3. Then No(T) = 
(T,d).Letwi,i=0,1,2,beth 1 e e ements of 52 which act on V as wi . Then 
we have No(pJ = f;&d, & , @), Nn(pi)/pi g 2, x S, for i = 1,2, NQ(F0)/80 E 
S and d E O,(N#‘a)). By Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.6, we may assume 
tia; G contains G,, = (T, a,, , a1 , a2) z Sp(6,2). Since G0 is of index 120 
in Q, we have G = GO. Thus the structure of G/E’ was uniquely determined. 
The remainder of the proof follows from an easy calculation. 
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4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we shall prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup of type C, . 
Assume that G has no subgroup of index 2. Then G/O(G) is isomorphic to 
D4 >a Sp(6, 2) OY Conway’sgroup C, . 
We shall argue by induction on the order of G. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. We use the notation in Section 1. By Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 2.5, 
we have that N(E)/O(N(E)) is isomorphic to D4 >a Sp(6,2), whose relations 
are given in Tables I and II. Since J is weakly closed, we have that N(J) controls 
fusions of involutions of J. The representatives and the cardinalities of N(JE)- 
classes of involutions of J are given by Table III. 
TABLE III 
* 
1 
C8 
30 
b, 
60 
b,z 
60 
b, 
16 
fw 
16 
b,b, 
240 
b,b,z b,c, 
240 360 
Each involution of N(E) is conjugate to b3b4 or one of J. By Proposition 2.1, 
we have N(J)’ n T = (JE, b,b, , a,b, , 1 3 6 b ) = T n N( JE)’ < T. Each involu- 
tion of N(J)‘/J is conjugate to b,b, J or c4 J in N( JE). Since Aut(C,(Z,( T))) 
is a 2-group, we have 
cs 7L x- (1) 
Similarly as in [4, Lemma 2.41, we have 
b,b, + z. In particular, any conjugate of z 
in T is conjugate to an element of J in N(E). (2) 
Case 1. Jb,b, + Jc4 . In this case JE/ J is a strongly closed abelian subgroup 
in T/J with respect to N(J)/ J, and so N( JE)/ J controls fusions of 2-subgroups 
of N(J)/ J. Thus we have 
Assume that J < X < T, g E N(J), A 4 T, and 
AQ 4 X. Then g E N(A) N( JE) N(X). (3) 
We shall apply (3) to A = (2). S’ mce N(JE) < C(z), we have that zG n J = 
,9(X) for any X as above. Let X = J(c4). Then we have that X’ = (cs , c, , cs , z) 
and Z(X) = (b5 , b, , c, , c, , cs , a). Thus .z + b, , b,z, b,c, . Next, let X = 
J(b2b3). Then X’ = (b,b, , b, , c7 , csz) and Z(X) = (b, , b5 , 6, , c7, c8, z), so 
z + b,V, - b,b, . Let X = J(b, , b,), then X’ = (b4 , b5, b, , c7 , csz) and 
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-q-q = (64 , b, ,43 , c7 , cl3 9 z), so z + b, , bqz, b&,x. By Table III, (1) and 
(2), it follows that x is an isolated involution in T. By induction and the 
Glauberman Z*-theorem, we have z E Z(G). 
We shall apply (3) to A = (cs , z). In a manner similar to that above, setting 
X = EJ, J(c*), or J&b,), we have caG n J C Jr\ E. By Tables I and II, 
any involution of JE is conjugate to one of J via an element of N(E), and so 
we have csG n JE C E. Set N = N(J), Z = (z), M = C,(E n J/Z), and 
L = C,(E n J). Since (cgG n J) = J n E, we have that M and L are normal 
in N. Clearly, M = EL, and so we have N = N,(E)L. Let Q be a Hall 2’-sub- 
group of L and R a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(Q). Then M = RL. Since C,(E) = 
J n E, we have C,(R) = J n E. From J = C,(Q) x [J, Q], we have [J, Q] = 1. 
(Otherwise, 1 # [J, Q] n C(R) < J n E < C(Q), a contradiction.) Thus L 
has a normal 2-complement. Hence we have N(J) = N( JE) O(N(J)). In 
particular, N(E) controls fusions of elements of J. Suppose caG n T g E. Then 
ca N b,b, . There is g E G such that g: b,b, + ca and Cr(@,)g < T. Since 
b4G n T = b,NfE), there is h E C(b,) such that (b3b4)h E E. Thus b, N b, N b4c 
for some c E E. This is a contradiction. Hence we proved that csG n T C E. 
Any element of E of order 4 is conjugate to c,c, in N(E). If x is an element 
of T - E conjugate to c4c5, then x is conjugate to b,c,c, in N(E). But then 
( Cr*(b,c,c,)/ = / CT*(cqc5)l = 2i5, contrary to the fact that E is weakly closed. 
Hence we proved that E is strongly closed in T. By the Goldschmidt theorem 
[2], we have EO(G) 4 G, and so G/O(G) is isomorphic to D4 >a Sp(6,2), 
as required. 
Case 2. Jb,b, N Jc4 . Set H = C(x) and N = N(J). Then we have H = 
N(E) O(H) and H/O(H) s D4 >a Sp(6,2). The cardinarities of R n xH, where 
R = [J, c4], etc. and x’s are involutions of T, are given by Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
z 6 b, b,.z b,c, b, bdz b,b, b,b,z b,b, 
U, ~1 n xH 1 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
[.I, b,b,l n @ 0 3 3 10 0 0 8 0 0 
GA4 n x If 1 14 12 12 24 0 0 0 0 0 
GU4,) n xH 1 6 8 8 8 4 4 12 12 0 
Jc4 n xH 0 16 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 
Jb,b, n xH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 32 
Since Jc4 - Jb,b, in N = N(J) and x + c, , we have 
x - b,x - b4S, i = Oor 1, 
cs - b, - b,b, , 
b,c, - b4z1-i - b,b,z - b,b, . 
(4) 
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In particular, we have / N : C,(z)1 = / zN 1 = 77, and so 1 N(J): C(j)[ = 
28*32*5*7*11 (=/AutM,,/). If cg~bgcg, then /csNI =2*11*43, a 
contradiction. Hence we have that G has three conjugate classes of involutions 
whose representatives are z, cs and b,c, . 
Similarly as Smith [4, Sect. 21, we have that 
All centralizers of involutions are 2-constrained. (5) 
By the Gorenstein theorem [3, Sect. 31, we have that O(C,(z)) < O(G). Thus 
[4] yields that G/O(G) is isomorphic to the .2 Conway group C, . The theorem 
is proved. 
Remark. For the proof of (5), we need to use the Goldschmidt theorem 
[2]. Set I = C,(csz). Then (bs , b, , b, , cs , z) is a strongly closed elementary 
abelian subgroup with respect to I and 1/O,,,(I) is isomorphic to A, . Further- 
more, set M = C,(~,Z~-~). Then z E Z*(M mod b4z1--i) and so N(J) covers 
M/O(M). Thus M/O,,,(M) is isomorphic to Aut A, . Note that N(J)/O,f,(N(J)) 
is isomorphic to Aut Ma, . 
The characterization of Sp(6,2) by the Sylow 2-subgroups simplifies the 
proof of Proposition 3.1. But we do not need to quote this result expressly. 
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